Lighting Studies & Retrofit Solutions
Why perform a Lighting Study?
In many situations where REG has performed a Lighting Study older
technologies (such as HID, metal halide, mercury vapor, high pressure
sodium, T12 fluorescents, incandescents) still existed in a variety of
configurations and in various states of fixture and lumen depreciation.
There have been great advances in lighting efficiency over the past 20
years, yet many facilities still utilize lighting technology that was
developed 100 years ago! This is where a REG Turnkey Retrofit solution
might be the right fit for your business.

Wha t Will REG Anal yze?
■ Energy Cost
■ Hours of Operation
■ Existing System (Type & Cost to Operate/Upgrade)
■ Savings from Upgrading
■ Project Payback
■ Evironmental Impact

Why a Turnkey Retrofi t Solution?
■ Analysis & measurement of energy usage provided
before & after implementation
■ Installed during off shift hours to minimize impact
on your business
■ Little impact on existing maintenance projects
■ Per fixture based pricing

Success Stories

The project was accomplished through a turnkey
Contract with Richards Energy Group, Inc. (REG). REG purchased
fixtures directly from a manufacturer in Wisconsin, with shipping
directly to the plant.
Installation was accomplished by working round-theClock over one weekend, using a very motivated and
Experienced crew from REG’s installation partner
armed with 6 high-bay lift trucks and a cherry picker.
This allowed the work to be accomplished without disruption to
GSM projects.

■ Based on expected hours of operation, the old lighting
would have consumed 647,000 kwh per year.
■ The new lighting will now only use 243,000 kwh per year.
■ That 404,000 kwh savings means the facility will cost
about $37,000 less to operate every year at current
electric rates than it would have without this project.
■ Overall payback for this project was 1.5 years.

